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About the Structured Water Products 
 

Are your products guaranteed? 

We provide a 90 Day Satisfaction Guarantee (from the date of your purchase) or Your Money 
Back! 

THE CORPORATION WARRANTS EACH PRODUCT SOLD TO BE FREE FROM DEFECTS IN MATERIAL 
AND WORKMANSHIP, WHEN PROPERLY MAINTAINED UNDER NORMAL USE, FOR A PERIOD OF 
TWENTY (20) YEARS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE FROM THE DISTRIBUTOR. THE COBALT 
BLUE SHOWER HEAD HAS A 1 YEAR WARRANTY.  

Are there any side affects of drinking Structured Water? 

There are no harmful side affects from drinking Structured Water. A small percentage of people 
might experience a slight detox the first couple of days they drink the water as a result of toxins 
being released from the body. If this does occur, just cut back on the amount of Structured 
Water for a few days then increase again. 

What is the meaning of Wu Wei? 

One of the most important concepts is Wu Wei, which is sometimes translated as “non-doing” 
or “non-action.” A better way to think of it, however, is as a paradoxical “Action of non-action.” 
Wu Wei refers to the cultivation of a state of being in which our actions are quite effortlessly in 
alignment with the ebb and flow of the elemental cycles of the natural world, (Natural Action). 
It is a kind of “going with the flow” that is characterized by great ease and awake-ness, in which 
– without even trying – we’re able to respond perfectly to whatever situations arise. 

What product would you suggest I start with? 

Our most popular product is the Portable. You can use it instantly for all your drinking water, 
juices, wine etc. and it has the added benefit of being able to travel with you. However, if you 
are ready to experience the powerful benefits of Structured Water throughout your home and 
garden then we would suggest the House product. 

What's the difference between original Structured Water products and dynamically 
enhanced products? 

Our line of Dynamically Enhanced products has a flow-form inside that is the same structure 
and size as the flow-form in the current “original” products, but is made from a combination of 
proprietary, natural materials that dynamically enhance the energy of the Structured Water. 
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These enhancements assist in addressing the increased toxicity we are seeing in water 
environments all over the world.  Our Structured Water products are the only known 
structuring products on the market that offer these enhancements. 

The energetic properties of the materials in the Dynamically Enhanced Products are listed 
below. 

 Energetic properties that restore our bodies, and the environment. 
 Energetic properties that eliminate and absorb things that are harmful to man and 

nature. 
 Energetic properties that have the ability to neutralize water from almost all inorganic 

compounds, including pesticides, bacteria, nitrates, free radicals, heavy metals and 
other harmful organisms. 

 Energetic properties that neutralize the negative impact of electromagnetic fields. 
 Energetic properties that increase immunity to illness and disease. 
 Energetic properties that rejuvenate the skin. 
 Energetic properties that enhance and increase the energy of the Structured Water. 
 Energetic properties that purify water. 

How do I know if my unit is Dynamically Enhanced or Original? 

The Dynamically Enhanced Flow form ball structure is grey and the Original is White.  

Structured Water and Your Health 
 

What results should I expect from drinking Natural Action Technologies® Structured 
Water? 

Structured Water creates a blank canvas allowing people to further enjoy real benefits in 
beauty, hydration, extended plant life, extended crop season and even many health benefits. 
Here is a list of just some of the amazing benefits of Structured Water: 

o Super hydration, so you don’t need to consume as much water 
o Water that has neutralized all adverse toxicants and is ready to enhance life 
o Eliminates itchy skin from chlorinated water 
o Reduces hard mineral build-up 
o Increased oxygen in the water 
o Increased absorption of nutrients 
o Healthier skin and hair 
o Water that is alive and full of energy 
o All memory held in water is wiped clean 
o Greater sense of well-being 
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Will I taste a difference in the water? 

Structured Water products were not designed to change the taste of the water although many 
people report that it does. 
Whether the taste changes or not, the benefits remain. Structured Water neutralizes toxins, 
increase hydration, 
increases nutrient absorption, wipes negative memory, and so much more. If the taste in your 
water is an issue, 
many have reported adding a charcoal filter to their house can assist with bad tasting water. 
This can be installed 
before or after the house unit on your home. 

Are there any side affects of drinking Structured Water? 

There are no harmful side affects from drinking Structured Water. A small percentage of people 
might experience 
a slight detox the first couple of days they drink the water as a result of toxins being released 
from the body. 
If this does occur, just cut back on the amount of Structured Water for a few days then increase 
again. 

How does this energy get to every cell in our bodies? 

This energy rides on the surface of water molecules and is delivered to each and every cell in 
our bodies. How does the water we drink and bathe in get to be an individual water molecule? 
Our bodies have make the water so by extending an enormous amount of energy which if this 
energy could be converted to electricity would light up a house for a month. Or we could use 
Natural Action Technologies Structured Water to instantaneously energetically hydrate and 
feed us at the cellular level. 

Does Structured Water remove bad smells from the water? 

Although our Structured Water products are not specifically designed to remove obnoxious 
odors that are in your water, many people report that it does. It truly depends on factors like 
what is being put in water in the area you live, how much is being put in, and one’s sensitivity to 
smells. 

If there are no moving parts in your products, how does the water get structured? 

Our Structured Water products create a tuned environment where water is caused to flow in 
specific geometrical patterns. The flows and counter flows create an environment of dynamic 
shear and pressure differentials that turn water into a machine. 
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Our products work without filters (although they can be used if the need arises), without 
chemicals or salts, without electricity, without magnets, and without any moving mechanical 
parts.  They require no maintenance.  The working part of the system is the dance of the water 
itself. 

How far does Structured Water travel? 

Structured Water moving inside of pipe maintains its structure status for approximately 300 
linear feet. Because water moving inside pipe creates static electricity and electricity neutralizes 
structure. If the Structuring system is a 2-inch Commercial unit, sixteen 1/2 inch lines may be 
served each 300 feet long. However, if the water pulses as in a harmonized drip water system 
that distance may be extended significantly farther. Because if you have structured water 
anywhere in a pipe system, the 300-foot rule is for moving water, and when the water stops 
moving instantaneously all the water in both directions is Structured. I have heard reports of 
structuring from one unit reaching 2000 feet only because that how long the field was. 900 feet 
from a well through a home and to stock barns. Remember to get a farm to truly report these 
findings, you won’t get it, it’s all about the competition. 

Showering in Structured Water? 

Weight and hydration is a perplexing question. I personally am always 3 pounds heavier when I 
shower but I am also extremely hydrated. I guess I have to refer this to “further study is 
required” maybe you have oils on your skin? When I give these specifics, 10 minutes shower 
absorb 7 cups, this is a scientific knowing of the attributes of Structured Water. 

Try this; pour a Structured Water bath, deep enough to submerge your whole body or go to a 
pool or hot tub, dip your Portable in the water allowing it to flow through, submerge. Now tell 
me you don’t feel different. 

Does structured water lose its structure in a day or two? 

No, only in direct sunlight depending the angle of the sun. In northern areas Structuring is 
neutralized in seven to ten days, southern areas four to seven days, it’s the ultraviolet radiation 
of the sun. Also Structuring is suspended by passing through pipe (static electricity) in 300 feet 
but when the water stops moving all the water in both directions is instantaneously Structured. 

Does electricity un-structure the water in a water cooler? 

It suspends the structuring. It doesn’t un structure it. As soon as the water is dispensed or when 
the cooler takes a break, it is structured. 
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Toxins 
 

Does Structured Water remove chlorine and fluoride from the water? 

Our Structured Water products are not filters and do not remove anything physically from the 
water. The chemical/toxin is physically there, but its molecular structure has changed. Through 
structuring, the water is made healthy by neutralizing the toxins in the water through molecular 
change. 

When you are testing for chlorine or any other chemical, you are using a test for chemistry. 
When water is structured the chemical is still there, but it is in a different molecular structure. 

This is like testing for carbon. Diamonds and coal are both carbon. If all you are doing is testing 
for carbon, you will find carbon in both. That doesn’t mean they have the same structure. With 
diamonds and coal, you can easily witness a difference with your eyes. 

With Structured Water and regular water, you don’t necessarily see a difference with your 
naked eye, except at higher magnifications under a microscope. But most importantly, you will 
witness a difference with your health and well-being. 

Chlorine, when Structured turns into a gas this gas is lighter than water and heavier than air. So, 
when running it into a container like a glass the chlorine gas rises to the surface over time and 
remains on the surface. I suggest you blow on the surface of the water than drink. 
Ph, remember ph means potential hydrogen. There many reasons that potentially hydrogen 
may differ from time to time. In your water is what is called total dissolved solids (TDS) and 
these solids build up on the inside of your pipes especially when near electricity. Hydrogen, free 
hydrogen, is attracted to these dissolved solids so until the Structured Water has completely 
brought this condition into solution you may experience a variation in ph. The color red 
increases hydrogen. Anger and stress decrease hydrogen. Structured Water brings life into 
balance. 

Why does my water still smell like chlorine? 

As far as smells from your water. Until the Structured Water has time to free up and release the 
buildup and sediments within the water the adverse smell and taste will be present. I suggest 
you run the water into a container and allow the Structured Water to off gas and settle the 
adversity. 

Where do the physical toxins go? 

They go out our elimination systems. Everything we eat and everything we drink goes out our 
elimination system. So, what feeds our cells? 

The energy of the food we eat and the energy of all we drink feeds our cells. 
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What about heavy metals in my water? Does a Structured Water unit help? 

Yes, Structured Air & Water brings our complete physiology, brain and body, into a grounding 
state connected to the Earth. There is a simple Applied Kinesiology test showing brain 
regulation. 

For the heavy metals, we have to go back to the realization that the Cells of one’s body cannot 
receive anything physical or electrical. So, what does feed the Cells of one’s body is energy in 
the form of ions. So that being said, remember, Structuring energetically neutralizes toxins, 
hydrocarbons, bacteria, viruses, molds, etc. heavy metals being toxins or hydrocarbons. 

Do the Units eliminate Fluoride? 

When water is structured all contaminants are neutralized and changed on the molecular level 
so they will pass through the elimination system and not be ingested. 
On www.naturalactiontechnologies.com you will find a report by Hagalis AG, Crystallization 
Analysis Quality of Water Purification Units (Natural Action Technologies Inc.) This shows the 
molecular structure change relative to a Hydrogen Bond Angle increase of 120 degrees. 

Tap water forms into clusters containing 10s of thousands of water molecules holding onto the 
energy and physical properties of all the toxins, hydrocarbons, bacteria, viruses, molds and 
pathogens the water has passed through or passed by since it came out of nature. 

Natural Action Technologies Structured Water & Air units increase the Hydrogen Bond Angle 
therefore reducing the water molecule clusters to between 5 and 20 molecules making 
Structured Water incapable of holding on to any physical properties or energies detrimental to 
life including toxins, hydrocarbons, bacteria, viruses, molds and pathogens. In other words, 
Fluoride, being poison, toxic, impossible to energetically reside in Structured Water. 

What about calcium buildup? 

Calcium buildup is all about energy the more energy we can bring back into the water the 
sweeter and healthier it will be. Already having two Structured Water units and a continuation 
of calcification means more energy is required. This condition may be due to your location 
being significantly inundated with electro magnetic energy. In other words, we need to figure 
out how to get your property grounded. In most of these cases putting in Structured Water 
brings this condition into a grounded status. So, my recommendation is: add another house 
unit. 

You are running water thru PVC as opposed to copper or stainless or glass. Please 
give more info on materials and more details on how it works. 

When water is in the first turn of the structuring event it is erasing all the memories of its 
interactive experience with humanity. When water structuring is in the bliss of freedom, it 
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doesn’t regard, see, or feel the PVC that is promoting this new-found experience of freedom. 
However, when Structured Water reaches the end of the structuring event it is armed with a 
full complement of attributes to fulfill its destiny. Structured waters destiny is to protect 
humanity, to the fullest extent within its field of influence, from all energies detrimental to life. 

The first challenge it will face in its new-found freedom is the brass fitting it finds upon its exit 
from the structuring unit. Brass is carcinogenic and Structured Waters immediate solution is to 
shield the future water upon exit from the unit from this hazard to life. The perspectives 
Structured Water has to face to fulfill its destiny are too numerous to go into at this time. 

Structuring Water through metals such as steel or copper reduces the maximum potential of 
the structuring event. 

Structuring through glass? People can’t even handle plastic without breakage. My ultimate 
solution will be in a form of technology not yet available to surface dwellers but I know of it and 
we will implement it in time. 

I remember Clayton mentioned that structured water enhances all nutrients and 
neutralize all toxins, is structured water going to neutralize the toxins in the drugs? 
Will those taking drugs need to lessen the dosage when drinking our water? 

Structured Water does neutralize the toxins on drugs and in drugs primarily those that have 
occurred from and through processing. Every person, electromagnetic influences, color, shape, 
proximity to adversity and the inadvertent ion effects that can not be carried through to the 
cellular level. In other words, Structured Water & Air is insurance for health and wellbeing 
regardless of what we eat or drink. Also, Structured Water & Air creates perfect regulation. It 
arms our brain (emotions) and immune systems (health) to bring our whole physiology into 
perfect alignment, a quickening. 

The Portable 
 

How do I clean my Portable Unit? 

Place 1 TBSP of baking soda into the large opening of the unit and slowly pour in 1/2 cup of 
vinegar. Rinse thoroughly after the bubbling stops. It is also dishwasher safe. 
(Do not submerge the unit into fully boiling water) 

Can I use the Portable product to structure other liquids? 

Yes. Our Portable Structures juices of any kind (apple, grape, orange, etc.) brings more flavor to 
the juice. You can also structure your coffee or tea with the Portable. And don’t forget to 
structure your wine and spirits! 
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Since the molecular structure changes as the water passes through the portable, 
what is the benefit of passing it through several more times? 

The length of time in the Structuring event increases bio-photon energy which I refer to as a 
quickening aiding every cell in your body to cleanse, enliven and awaken to fulfill its original 
intention, in other words reset one’s DNA & RNA. This takes energy depending on the extent of 
one’s condition. A quick way to multiply bio-photon energy with ones Portable is to place a 
finger over the outlet, add water, place the palm of other hand over top and shake up and 
down. This action will multiply the potential bio-photon energy exponentially. Be aware, start 
gradually, detoxing your body. 

Why is the portable unit shaped like a funnel? 

The canister is slightly larger on the top close to the funnel end than at the bottom end. So, the 
flow form is tighter at the spigot or bottom than the funnel end. When the compression ring 
gets dented it will allow movement of the flow form but only when one would purposely force 
that movement. When water is poured in to the funnel it meets a specific geometric flow 
connecting with the flow form regardless of where that connection occurs. In other words, the 
geometric flow form creates a double vortex regardless of point of contact thereby creating a 
full measure of Structured Water. Also, the units are under Warranty. If their minds cannot 
accept this explanation, we will replace it and their only cost will be shipping. 

Can I purify my air with a Portable Unit? 

Air purification is best served with Structured Air. Place a portable or any one of the other units 
over a small fan and behold, perfect air. Ozone won’t affect Structured Water but Structured 
water will neutralize any adverse energies within the ozone. 
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Installation, House and Commercial Use 
 

I want to install your product in my house. How do I measure a pipe? 
 

How to Measure Pipe for Natural Action Technologies® Structured Water Units 
Find the OUTSIDE CIRCUMFERENCE of the pipe you will the installing the unit on by wrapping a 
piece of paper around the outside of the pipe, then marking where it overlaps. Then remove 
the paper and measure its length (in inches) from tic mark to tic mark. 
 

For Copper, PEX or CPVC Pipe 
Inches Decimal Millimeter Connector Size for Water Unit 

1 15/16 1.96 49.76 mm ½ Inch  House Unit 

2 12/16 2.75 69.67 mm ¾ Inch  House Unit 

3 9/16 3.35 89.66 mm 1 inch House Unit 
     

4 5/16 4.31 109.48 mm 1¼ Inch Commercial Unit 

5 2/16 5.1 129.55 mm 1 ½ Inch Commercial Unit 

6 11/16 6.67 169.42 mm 2 Inch Commercial Unit 

 
For PVC or Galvanized pipe you will need PVC Fittings 

Inches Decimal Millimeter Connector Size for Water Unit 

2 11/16 2.68 68.07 mm ½ Inch  House Unit 

3 5/16 3.39 83.57 mm ¾ Inch  House Unit 

4 3/16 4.16 105.67 mm 1 inch House Unit 
     

5 4/16 5.21 132.39 mm 1¼ Inch Commercial Unit 

5 15/16 5.97 151.64 mm 1 ½ Inch Commercial Unit 

7 8/16 7.48 189.99 mm 2 Inch Commercial Unit 

 
 

What if I live in an apartment complex? 

For an apartment, a Shower unit will work well and an Under Sink is applicable if your complex 
is ok with it.  They are both easy to install. 

If we have a different water filter or water softener already installed on our house, 
would we still gain benefit from additionally adding your product? 

Natural Action Technologies® Structured Water products will work in harmony with all forms of 
water filters, water filtration systems, and water softeners. You can install the Structured Water 
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products either before or after the water filter or system. Either way you will enjoy the 
enhanced benefits of Structured Water. 

For wells with a lot of sediment and sand could we use a filter ahead of your 
Structured Water product without it having a negative impact on the Structured 
Water? 

Absolutely. The filter will filter out the physical particles and then be ultimately enhanced by 
the Structured Water product. 

Can I use a structured water unit with my Water softener? 

Yes, through Natural Action Technologies Structured Water units you can create not only soft 
water but healthy water. This technology gives us an opportunity to not only provide life long 
soft water but all the health-giving properties of natures own perfection through healthy water. 

However, I feel you are seeking an ancient remedy for soft water. If so here it is. All physical 
mater emits ions. Primarily things that are not in alignment with the health and wellbeing of life 
emit positive ions. Things that are in alignment with the health and wellbeing of life are 
negative ions. Salt is essential to life but excess salt detrimental to life. If you want to make a 
simple water softener soak a towel in salt water and wrap it around your water line. The salt 
will energetically create an ion exchange penetrating the pipe into the water. 

I received your Under Sink device. Can you advise me how to attach or can I just let 
it sit on something? In other words, can it be freestanding (hanging)? 

It can hang free or you can go to a hardware store and buy a 2-inch wall bracket in the electrical 
department for securing a 2 inch PVC pipe stand for electrical installations. 

BENEFITS 
 

Benefits of Structured Water: 

 Water that’s alive and full of energy 
 Energetically neutralizes harmful toxins 
 Increased oxygen 
 Super hydration 
 Increased absorption of nutrients 
 Negative memory held in water is wiped clean 
 Greater sense of well-being 
 Healthier skin and hair 
 Eliminates itchy skin from chlorinated water 
 Reduces hard mineral build-up 
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Benefits for Pets and Livestock: 

 Healthier, happier animals with less stress 
 Lowered rates of mortality with pets and livestock 
 Up to 30% reduction of water needed due to super hydration 
 Increased nutrient absorption 
 Less infections and disease 

Benefits to Plants and Agriculture: 

 Healthier plants with 20-40% increased bio-mass (bigger plants) 
 Increased Brix levels (increased nutrients and sugars in the plants) 
 Pest resistant due to plant health 
 Up to a 30% reduction of water needed for watering 
 Drought, heat, and freeze resistant plants 

 

 

Go For Wellness Inc. 

An excellent choice for Wellness Information, Products and Services. 

It is our mission to source out information and products from the best of the best in the 
Wellness Industry for your good health and Well being.   

Our wish for you, is to be Well and Live Abundantly! 

 

Order online at www.structuredwater.mykajabi.com 
Prices include taxes and shipping in Canada and US.  

More questions: pjdekens@hotmail.com ~ 250-918-8003 

http://structuredwater.mykajabi.com/
http://www.structuredwater.mykajabi.com/
mailto:pjdekens@hotmail.com

